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Experience Human Development 12e allows you to: Experience a program that connects students

to the real world. Our Milestones video program allows students to witness real life as it unfolds via

a customizable, assignable and assessible platform. Additionally, our new Research in Action

feature highlights interesting and timely topics.   Experience the diversity of the human experience.

The 12th edition of this classic best-seller retains the extensive and integrated cross-cultural and

multicultural coverage as previous editions.    Experience a program that helps students navigate

the vast amount of material in the course. Now with Connect Lifespan, Papalia 12e allows students

to connect with real life and the real world. Connect is the only integrated learning system that

empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it,

and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
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As a professor, Diane E. Papalia has taught thousands of undergraduates at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison. She received her bachelorâ€™s degree, majoring in psychology, from Vassar

College and both her masterâ€™s degree in child development and family relations and her Ph.D. in

life-span developmental psychology from West Virginia University. She has published numerous

articles in such professional journals as Human Development, International Journal of Aging and

Human Development, Sex Roles, Journal of Experimental Child Psychology and Journal of

Gerontology. Most of these papers have dealt with her major research focus, cognitive development

from childhood through old age.Ruth Duskin Feldman is an award-winning writer and educator. With



Diane E. Papalia and Sally Wendkos Olds, she coauthored the fourth and the seventh through the

twelfth editions of Human Development and the eighth through the twelfth editions of A Child's

World. She also is coauthor, with Dr. Papalia, Harvey Sterns and Cameron J. Camp, of Adult

Development and Aging. A former teacher, she has developed educational materials for all levels

from elementary school through college and has prepared ancillaries to accompany the

Papalia-Olds books. She is author or coauthor of four books addressed to general readers,

including Whatever Happened to the Quiz Kids? Perils and Profits of Growing Up Gifted. She has

written for numerous newspapers and magazines and has lectured extensively and made national

and local media appearances throughout the United States on education and gifted children. She

received her bachelor's degree from Northwestern University, where she was graduated with

highest distinction and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

For whatever reason, my campus bookstore does not sell the paperback version of this book. Even

renting it from my bookstore was more expensive than just buying this book from this seller. I had

another student ask where I got it. There is NOTHING different between this book and the hardback

version the other students have in my class. Page numbers are the same, word-for-word everything

is the same. The seller even rushed the shipping at no additional cost to me when I wrote to them

that I needed it for a class. All in all, a happy purchase.

The book is excellent, the only problem I am facing is that my psychology teacher uses definitions

for some of the key terms from another psychology book as a source when she is giving us the

exams. My self and some other students are thinking to talk to the teacher about the issue, since

the teacher said at the beginning of the class to look for the definitions of these key terms on the

back of this book I rented from you guys.So going back to the book, I like it and it is very informative.

I also found some of the notes and highlighted topics probably from one of the students who rented

it before me.ThanksDiego Urena

Pic of back of book.Book came as expected in condition promised. Havent returned it yet but almost

done reading it. Its contents are fine. I didnt realize the way they laid it out until nearing the end. So

that slowed me down a bit. Chapters are pretty long. Index sucks.

Very informative and up to date on current research. Read chapters 1-12 page to page, aced my

class and feel very informed.



Excellent seller. Book came as advertised brand new. I bought the international version and was

worried at first that it might be different in some way. But for at least $150 less it was worth the try

and thankfully I did! With the exception of the cover it is identical to the US digital version on the

connnect plus access card I was forced to get from my school. VERY happy with book and money

saved!!

Extremely boring, tedious, academic work which covers minute differentiations in theoretical

opinions, regarding every stage of development. By the time you get to what you need to know,

what specific cognitive, behavioral and social skills typify each stage, you've already lost site of

everything, as if all the details prevented the author from taking a stand on the subject, itself. I.e.,

this is a poorly organized and written tome that is useless in learning the basics of development, as

bogged down in specific differences as it is, rather than containing easily understood, basic

attributes of the stages

Wordy, clunky, and difficult to read awake.I recommend against the Kindle edition for anyone

considering it. It is not accessible on any mobile or tablet apps, and you cannot resize text, and it is

difficult to read in this format. If you are required to get this for class, definitely get a hard copy

version unless you really like your computer screen.

Decent buck good price I recommended
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